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Oracle Concurrent Device LicensingOracle Concurrent Device Licensing

by Jeff Stonacek, Principal Architect

Overview
Oracle licensing is a very complex topic. To further complicate things, different metrics
have been used to license core technology products (Database and Middleware)
throughout the years. The most common metrics currently in use are Processor and
Named User Plus (NUP) metrics. However, there are also deprecated metrics like
Universal Power Units (UPU) and Concurrent Device (CD). Many customers we work with
have older contracts for which they are still paying support. If this is the case, then the
products with up-to-date support, even with older metrics, are valid for use.

READ MORE

New On-Demand Webinar

Oracle Workloads in the Public CloudOracle Workloads in the Public Cloud

Presenter: Dave Welch, CTO & Chief Evangelist

What’s going on with Oracle core technology workloads in the IaaS Cloud market? What
customer activity are we seeing in that space? What are the opportunities and
challenges? How have those opportunities and challenges shifted?

Dave Welch, CTO and Chief Evangelist at House of Brick Technologies answers these
questions and more, and takes a technical deep dive into Infrastructure-as-a-Service
and the cloud market in 2019.

WATCH IT NOW

Monitoring Database Mail for SQL ServerMonitoring Database Mail for SQL Server

by Phil Ekins (@SQLPhilUK), Principal Architect

The second blog in this series on Database Mail discussed how to troubleshoot and
identify some common issues seen with Database Mail and some options for resolution.

In this blog, we shift our focus to being proactive, and how we can get SQL Server to
identify, self-heal, and finally, if needed, notify us when email is down.

READ MORE
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Industry NewsIndustry News

Executive Interview Series: Sanjay Poonen, VMware COO

Recently, I conducted a Q&A interview with Sanjay Poonen, Chief Operating
Officer, Customer Operations of VMware. The Executive Interview series provides
you with firsthand insight into the technology industry...

Read more
seekingalpha.com

Why does Oracle keep trashing MySQL, its own product?

Oracle CTO Larry Ellison can't get enough MySQL bashing into his earnings calls.
Is there a method to this madness? By most accounts, Oracle has been a
reasonably good steward for MySQL, the open source database it picked up when
Oracle...

Read more
www.techrepublic.com

Share Your InsightsShare Your Insights

Help us validate the database related wants and needs of our clients and identify
trends in the industry by completing a short survey.

Complete the survey in five minutes.

START NOW
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